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Despite philosophical efforts to model criminal justice as a practice of moral
accountability, justice and moral accountability remain odd bedfellows. Justice is a virtue of
political society. Moral accountability is personal. Yet the state is drawn into the intimate,
interpersonal realm of moral accountability when it comes to criminal justice. This is not going
well. The United States is currently experiencing an era of extreme punitiveness, as indicated by
the high number of incarcerated people and the gravity of many criminal sentences.1 I will not
attempt fully to diagnose or discuss the causes of this current predicament, but I will address a
difficulty surrounding the notion of moral accountability in criminal justice, which I believe to
be an aggravating factor.
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Guiding my discussion with be some lessons from John Rawls about how to think about
the political nature of justice and legitimate law. I will start by considering the political values
that orient criminal law’s aspiration to democratic legitimacy, at least in theory. Then I will
consider criminal law in relation to personal moral accountability. I will discuss the tensions
between the political and moral aspects of criminal law. And finally, I will consider how this
tension might be somewhat alleviated by retracting the punitive role of the state in the service of
restorative justice.

1. Justice as Reciprocity
The role of criminal law in achieving or interfering with democratic justice makes it
political. Legitimate law is underwritten by important political values and adequately if not
perfectly meets their demands. I will start with Rawls’s instructive theory of democratic justice
and how the rule of law, including criminal law, fits into it.
Rawls argued that democratic justice is not a matter of conferring deserved benefits and
burdens. Justice cannot be a matter of moral desert, he thought, because distributive outcomes
depend on many factors we cannot possibly be said to deserve. We do not deserve our birthplace
in the social order and the advantages or disadvantages it inevitably confers upon us, nor do we
deserve our place in what Rawls referred to as “the natural lottery.” We do not deserve our
natural talents, psychological dispositions, or aptitude for mental and physical health, just as we
do not deserve the parents we happen to have, the social class we are born into, or the good or
bad luck that befalls us. Yet these factors influence a person’s life chances. They make a real
difference to how well a person can expect to do in society.2
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The differences social position and natural characteristics make to a person’s life-chances
are most striking in an unjust society, where there are few bounds to the rewards advantaged
members leverage for themselves, and where poverty and subordination curtail even the most
hard-working and talented person’s opportunities. For example, in United States, in 2016, the
median family wealth in the U.S. for whites was $171,000 and only $17,600 for blacks. The
poverty rate for black children was 30.8 percent.3 Both poverty and racial subordination
represent significant obstacles to a person’s opportunities and life experience.
Yet even in a just society, attributes like intelligence, creativity, beauty, family support,
and health, which are at least partly undeserved, will influence the choices a person makes and
how well a person can expect to do during his or her life. From this Rawls concluded, and I
agree, that the distribution of rewards for social and natural advantages should not be thought of
as a matter of allocating shares according to desert—if that notion even makes sense. Instead, a
distributive scheme should be to the mutual advantage of all members of society, including the
least well off.
This idea of justice as reciprocity prescribes a role for the criminal justice system that is
at odds with theories of retributive justice. Retributivists argue that reciprocity is established by
giving blameworthy wrongdoers the punishment they morally deserve. Rawls rejects this idea
because he rejects desert as the basis of justice. In fact, he finds it hard to believe that even a
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retributivist commits to justifying the practice of punishment in this way. He writes, “Does a
person who advocates the retributive view necessarily advocate, as an institution, legal
machinery whose essential purpose is to set up and preserve a correspondence between moral
turpitude and suffering? Surely not.”4 Rawls suspects that moral retributivism as a theory of the
institution of punishment confuses justifying an act (punishing the criminally guilty) under the
rules of a practice with justifying the practice itself. Punishing the criminally guilty under the
rules of the system is justifiable, if the rules are justified, but does not tell us what justifies the
rules. In other words, punishing a person because she is criminally guilty does not establish
retribution as the point of the practice.
Rawls’s own view is that the rules of criminal law are best understood, when they are
justified, as a set of public, rights-protecting norms serving some of the most basic interests of
persons as equal members of society.5 The criminal justice system would express the authority
and responsibility of the state to serve those interests by validating and enforcing compliance
with rights-protecting norms. Violations of those rights-protecting norms are wrongful, and
criminal sanctions would be used to persuade a person who disregards the criminal law and
violates other people’s rights that complying with just law is required by justice and in his or her
interests (at least, in view of possible criminal punishment). In this way, the use of criminal
sanctions would be outcome sensitive. The state’s use of coercive measures would not express
the intrinsic value of giving a bad person the suffering he or she morally deserves. Instead, a
criminal justice system would be designed to contribute to a mutually beneficial, liberty-
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protecting social order, one that involves, fundamentally, acknowledging and addressing the
basic needs and potentialities of all members of society, including the lawbreaker.
Now a question for any outcome-sensitive account of criminal justice, like the one just
outlined, concerns the permissibility and fairness of imposing punishment on the individuals who
are subjected to it, especially those persons for whom law-abiding behavior is especially
difficult. What ensures that their punishment is not excessive? This question is especially urgent
when we leave the domain of ideal theory. What ensures that criminal lawbreakers, especially
those who are unjustly disadvantaged or impaired through no fault of their own, are not
excessively burdened?
Rawls responds to this worry in a highly abstract way. He writes, “liberty can be
restricted only for the sake of liberty itself.” He then outlines two sorts of cases. “The basic
liberties may either be less extensive though still equal, or they may be unequal. If liberty is less
extensive, the representative citizen must find this a gain for his freedom on balance; and if
liberty is unequal, the freedom of those with the lesser liberty must be better secured.”6 We can
illustrate the first type of case by thinking of criminal sanctions as a threat to the liberty of the
representative citizen, designed to enhance compliance with the law. In other words, punishment
is justified by the role it plays in stabilizing the system of social cooperation. It is rational for the
representative citizen to accept the risk of punishment for lawbreaking for the sake of living
under the protection of law.7 That some will be punished is simply a consequence of
institutionalizing the practice of punishment, so understood.
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On the other hand, we might acknowledge that consulting the viewpoint of the
representative citizen is of limited value, because the risk of incurring punishment is not equally
distributed. Some people—say, the more impulsive—are more likely to run afoul of the law.
Their criminal acts reveal their wrongful tendency to disrespect the rights of other people. Rawls
suggests this view when he says, “the purpose of the criminal law is to uphold basic natural
duties, those which forbid us to injure other persons in their life and limb, or to deprive them of
their liberty and property, and punishments are to serve this end. They are not simply a scheme
of taxes and burdens designed to put a price on certain forms of conduct and in this way to guide
men’s conduct for mutual advantage. It would be far better if the acts proscribed by penal statues
were never done. Thus a propensity to commit such acts is a mark of bad character, and in a just
society legal punishments will only fall upon those who display these faults.”8
Here Rawls suggests that people whose bad character poses a criminal threat to the rights
of other people are rightfully corrected by the state. But how should we understand the moralism
of this passage? Since character itself is at least partly the product of undeserved circumstances,
how could character-focused punishment be fair? Does justice require sensitivity to
blameworthiness and desert, after all, including mitigating considerations, such as mental illness
and social disadvantage? At this juncture, we might experience the appeal of “negative
retributivism,” namely, the view that punishment should not be imposed on a person who does
not deserve it. Did Rawls too readily dismiss the relevance of desert?
It would be ironic and surprising for a theory of justice fundamentally concerned with
how fairly to manage the influence of natural and social contingencies on a cooperative social
scheme to endorse an allocative desert principle when it comes to criminal justice. If desert plays
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no fundamental role in the distribution of the benefits of social cooperation, it is hard to see why
it could be central to the justice of responding to the breakdown of that order. The natural and
social contingencies that contribute to social inequality also figure centrally into plausible
accounts of criminal behavior. Thus desert, even construed negatively—as a condition but not
the determinate of punishment—seems poorly constituted as the basis of the state’s response to
criminal behavior.
These doubts direct us to Rawls’s second kind of case, where restrictions on freedom are
justifiable provided that “the freedom of those with the lesser liberty [are] better secured.” We
are reminded of Rawls’s assertion that the practice of punishment should not be set up “to
preserve a correspondence between moral turpitude and suffering.” All must benefit from the
role of the practice of criminal justice in stabilizing a cooperative system, including those whose
liberty is most restricted. This implies the urgency of a radical reorganization of the practice of
punishment, at least the practice familiar in the United States. Criminal justice, and its notions of
accountability, should be designed to acknowledge and remedy the causes of criminal
wrongdoing and to promote the social reintegration and democratic equality of victims and
responsible parties alike.

2. Moral Accountability
The idea that the practice of punishment is justified instrumentally—to protect equal
rights and liberties—is resisted by those who insist that desert must play a critical role in
criminal justice. The asymmetry between the rejection of desert as a basis of distributive
entitlements and the suitability of desert as a basis of punishment can be explained, or so it is
claimed. Moral desert tracks important moral truths that are not reducible to their role in fairly
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distributing the benefits and burdens of social cooperation. Unlike the production of wealth and
opportunity, which should be viewed as the result of a cooperative enterprise—an economy—
morality is irreducibly personal. More precisely, it is interpersonal or, as Stephen Darwall puts it,
“second personal.” A wrongfully injured person has a special standing within the moral
community, a second-personal moral authority to hold her injurer to account. The injured party
is morally entitled to demand that the responsible party answer to her for the wrongful injury.9
What the wrongdoer deserves is to be held accountable, in this way, by the injured party.
An extension of this thought is that in a system of public law, an entitlement to hold a
wrongdoer to account may be realized vicariously, through the agency of the state. The state
calls an offender to account on behalf of the victim and, more generally, for the sake of potential
victims and society at large. But, importantly, the moral accountability of a person to the public
takes place in a register of justice that is not reducible to the logic of distributive justice.10 It is
not a process intended to calibrate a criminal wrongdoer’s “fair share” of the burdens of social
cooperation, or to impose penalties only when they are to the benefit of all, including the
lawbreaker. It is more directly interpersonal in this sense: accountability is something victims or
their representatives are entitled to demand of a criminal wrongdoer, apart from any beneficial
consequences to society of this accounting. This moral entitlement acknowledges the equal
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moral standing of victims in relation to the persons who have wronged them. Their moral
equality as persons entitles them to demand an account of that wrong, whether doing so brings
with it any further good or not. Accountability through criminal law acknowledges this.
So understood, moral accountability concerns how people treat one another apart from,
within, and perhaps despite, larger social arrangements and structural influences. It tracks the
duties we have to one another as persons, inside the contingencies of various possible
institutional arrangements, just or unjust.11 It is grounded in the significance of choice,
specifically, in the idea that, though institutional unfairness helps to explain crime rates, it does
not determine individual wrongdoing. Institutional unfairness is compatible with individual
moral agency. Justice demands accountability for wrongdoing, even under socially unjust
conditions.
In connection with this moral notion of individual accountability, there are (at least) two
further roles the concept of desert might play in the familiar practice of criminal justice, neither
of which is endorsed by Darwall, for reasons I explore later. The first is expressive. Criminal
behavior could be said to call for public moral condemnation. More exactly, the agent of such
wrongful behavior could be said to deserve public repudiation for that behavior. Joel Feinberg
advocates this idea, and so does Antony Duff. Feinberg emphasizes the role public reprobation
plays in vindicating the law as well as the rights and moral status of victims.12 Duff stresses its
role in accomplishing the “three r’s” of punishment: repentance, reform, and reconciliation.13
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According to these thinkers, the practice of moral accountability through criminal justice
involves public censure. The rules of a criminal justice system are organized around the
repudiation of criminal behavior. Censure can be viewed as a kind of protest, on behalf of
victims.14
A further step adds a retributive element.15 Criminal behavior calls for the imposition of
harm on criminal wrongdoers. Feinberg and Duff are circumspect about this element. According
to Feinberg, the imposition of hard treatment is symbolic and contingent on community norms.16
Duff seems to agree.17 But others take a stronger view. Jean Hampton advocates the importance
of defeating a criminal wrongdoer’s claim to moral superiority over his victim by imposing
proportionate harm on the wrongdoer. Hampton thinks the practice of retributive harming is
critical to restoring social recognition of a victim’s moral equality.18 Michael Moore argues,
more metaphysically, that justice requires harming wrongdoers because and only because they
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deserve it. To make his point, he draws on a basic moral psychology of blame, guilt, and
deserved suffering.19
Many criminal law theorists accept some version or other of this retributive idea. As we
have seen, Rawls does not. Though he endorses a morality of natural duties, he rejects both
denunciatory and retributive rationales for punishment. Instead, punishment is justified as a
practice intended to stabilize a cooperative scheme. Our present concern is whether a Rawlsian
justification of the practice of punishment has missed the ethical importance of the practice of
moral accountability, which seeks a home in the domain of criminal law.
Arguments for the moral basis of accountability in criminal justice, both retributive and
nonretributive, depend on the idea that criminal punishment is organized around a rejection of
behavior that violates a legal standard of conduct that is, if the law is just, also a moral standard.
This moral position is the backbone of the quest for accountability through law, and the basic
premise is plausible, as far as it goes. Legitimate criminal law authorizes the sanction of
violations of its rules, rules that will satisfy a threshold of morality and distributive justice, if
they are legitimate. Furthermore, a person is not (supposed to be) vulnerable to criminal
sanctions for behavior that does not violate the criminal law. Thus, when a person is legitimately
subject to sanctions, the imposition of sanctions expresses moral censure for behavior that is
wrongful and illegal.
A closer look, however, reveals the limitations of a condemnatory, harm-imposing form
of moral accountability. To see this, I will turn to the familiar practice of criminal law. Turning
to legal doctrine represents a shift in our discussion from normative theory to institutional
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practice that might seem like changing the subject. But we will see that the way the law can be
expected to operate places some constraints on relevant normative principles. The criminal
justice system does not work well as a system of individualized moral accountability, and we
should not expect it to. A well-designed criminal justice system will be less involved with the
moral psychology of blame and interpersonal moral reckoning than retributivists would like to
believe. It will not deliver what they promise. Rawls’s notion of the nature and limits of a
political conception of justice can help us to understand why.

3. The “Objectivity” of Criminal Law Standards
One reason for thinking that a criminal justice system will not work well as a system of
individualized moral accountability is that the institutional demands of political justice push in
the direction of consolidating and simplifying legal standards of conduct and responsibility. For
example, except for those suffering from extreme forms of mental illness deemed to meet the
legal criteria of “insanity,” all adults, and many juveniles, are held to the same legal standards.
This is partly for epistemic reasons. For example, when considering possible expansions of the
legal definition of insanity, courts have rejected as impractical and unrealistic the task of sorting
the difference between irresistible and resistible impulses. “[T]he line between an irresistible
impulse and an impulse not resisted is probably no sharper than between twilight and dusk,”
declares the court in United States v Lyons.20 This declaration would seem to involve an
understandable simplification, for practical reasons, of an epistemically and normatively difficult
psychological question. Yet it creates a rift with the morality of responsibility and mitigation,
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which cannot avoid such distinctions. The line between an irresistible impulse and an impulse
not resisted is morally important. It marks the threshold of accountability.
The state’s reasons to resist individualized judgments of moral accountability, however,
are not merely epistemic. The state also has a legitimate interest in codifying generalized
standards of conduct through criminal law that stems from the law’s rights-based, victimsensitivity. Victims are wronged, and potential victims entitled to protection, whether or not a
responsible party is fully to blame for the wrongful criminal act. In this respect, there is an
affinity between criminal and tort law.21 A tort victim has reason to object to the harm a
tortfeasor has wrongfully caused, apart from the tortfeasor’s moral blameworthiness for the
injury. Similarly, a crime victim can be wronged by a criminal act, even when the criminal
agent’s blameworthiness is mitigated. The analogy between criminal and tort law on this point is
not complete, since a morally thicker measure of personal moral evaluation attaches to criminal
agency by way of the criminal law’s attention to a crime’s act and mental state requirements.
Still, agential appraisal is more limited than what is involved in morally evaluating a criminal
actor’s character or capacity to have acted better. Above a threshold of minimal rationality,
character and capacity evaluations are not required to establish criminal guilt. This implies a
meaningful distinction between wrongdoing and blameworthiness, which I am arguing is
revealed through the criminal law’s sensitivity to the rights of the victim.22 Victimresponsiveness leads the practice of criminal justice in the direction of holding wrongdoers
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“accountable,” whether their blameworthiness is fully established or not. The underlying,
plausible moral idea is that we bear responsibility for the way our actions affect other people,
even when we are not (fully) at fault for the wrong we do. As we will see, the counter-intuitive
aspect of this claim is rendered acceptable through the rejection of moral retributivism.
This victim-sensitivity makes sense when criminal law is viewed, as Rawls construes it,
as a kind of rights-protecting social agreement. I will suppose, with Rawls, that reasonable
members of a society would agree to some coercive enforcement of criminal law by the state as
an important measure of protection for each person’s basic rights from criminal violation by
other persons. The acceptability of state intervention, even when the blameworthiness of some
criminal wrongdoers for their crimes is diminished, is justified because the alternative—no
intervention—would objectionably leave many criminal violations of basic rights and interests
unchecked.23 In this way, the rights-protecting role of criminal law is affirmed. Yet it stands in
some tension with the accountability-seeking function, which retributivists and many
nonretributivists associate with moral blameworthiness. This tension is uncomfortable.
Law attempts to alleviate this tension via what I will refer to as the avoidance
requirement: a person who is eligible for criminal punishment must have committed a criminal
act while enjoying a reasonable opportunity to comply with the law. This avoidance requirement
is the focus of legally recognized excusing and mitigating considerations, and it is not well
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understood.24 Sanford Kadish holds that legal excuses ensure that the criminally guilty are
blameworthy for their criminal acts.25 David Brink expresses a similar view, maintaining that
excuses work in two ways. He points to factors, like insanity and immaturity, that undermine an
agent’s normative competence, and situational factors, such as manipulation or duress, that
compromise an agent’s opportunity to exercise her normative capacities free from wrongful
interference. The relevant psychological and situational criteria together comprise a “fair
opportunity” conception of responsibility that, according to Brink, “fits our considered
judgments about when agents are responsible and when they should be excused both in moral
assessment and in the criminal law.”26
Contrary to Brink’s optimism about fit, this promise is not realized, nor is it likely to be.
The availability of legal excuses does not ensure that the criminally guilty are blameworthy for
their criminal acts. It is more accurate to say that legal excuses are designed to establish that
those who are criminally guilty are minimally rational and have enjoyed a reasonable
opportunity to avoid breaking the law, by a legally “objective” measure. As I will now explain,
enjoying a reasonable opportunity to avoid criminal sanctions does not establish that a criminal
lawbreaker is moral blameworthy, because the relevant threshold is lower than what moral
blameworthiness should be thought to require. This is as it should be. Public rejection of criminal
behavior need not involve a full evaluation of the responsible party’s character or capacities. It
has a thinner “political” point addressed to persons in their role as citizens.
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Excuses in criminal law are designed such that people who meet a minimal standard of
rationality—that is, people who are not legally “insane”—are subject to the requirements of law,
except when compliance with law’s requirements involves difficulties that most reasonable
persons could not manage successfully. The narrowness of duress, coercion, and provocation as
legal excuses illustrates the law’s broad notion of reasonable expectations. Legally recognized
excuses are calibrated by reference to an “objective” standard of reasonableness rather than a
“subjective” one. Objective reasonableness ignores mental illness, even illness as severe as
schizophrenia, and serious social disadvantage, including desperate poverty. This means that
some minimally rational persons may have difficulty satisfying the operative conception of
reasonableness and may even be incapable of meeting it. For example, the Model Penal Code
defines duress as criminal conduct engaged in when the defendant is subjected to threats against
his person or the person of another “that a person of reasonable firmness in his situation would
have been unable to resist.”27 The defendant’s “situation” includes deprivations of physical
functioning but not mental health.
The legally objective standard set by reference to the fortitude of a person of reasonable
firmness implies that the legal excuse of duress is not available to a person whose subjective
perception of a threat is unreasonable, or who is more easily cajoled into action than others,
perhaps on account of intellectual disability, mental illness, or immaturity. The law sets a similar
standard when it comes to other legal excuses and justifications, and it also abstracts from the
influences of poverty and social disadvantage. In effect, the law calibrates the legally operative
notion of accountability to a generalized set of expectations that is responsive to “normal”
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capacities and the interests of victims and potential victims. The result is that the availability of
legal excuses does not ensure that the criminally guilty are morally blameworthy for their
criminal acts. A defendant may lack an excuse recognized by criminal law despite the presence
of morally significant mitigating factors. Legally recognized excuses and justifications do not
track the conditions that mitigate individual moral blameworthiness.
Still, the avoidance requirement marks an important requirement of justice. Though it is
not a measure of subjective capability, it can be seen to represent what people owe to one another
as democratic citizens, namely, respect for each other’s rights. This notion of democratic
accountability is illuminated by a Rawlsian understanding of the political demands of justice.
The demandingness of legal norms is set politically, as a rights-based function of what we
“objectively” owe to one another other as equal citizens, rather than as a measure of the
subjective capacities of individual defendants to respond to moral considerations, or of
reasonable expectations about which difficulties they will handle successfully, despite their
unfavorable circumstances.
Rawls asserts that all forms of political liberalism will recognize a familiar list of basic
rights and liberties as well as the basic means to make effective use of them. We owe each other
the provision and protection of these rights, opportunities, and material means. When these
reciprocal obligations are met—that is, when all citizens enjoy, to a minimally acceptable degree,
the rights, liberties, opportunities, income, and wealth to which they are entitled by justice—we
can say that they also enjoy a reasonable opportunity to comply with the law. This is true even
though it is more difficult for some people to conform their behavior to the law. The threshold of
democratic legitimacy abstracts from variation across individuals, above a threshold set by basic
rationality and the entitlements of citizenship, including access to decent health care.
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In this way, we can understand the threshold of law’s legitimacy to involve a politically
liberal interpretation of the avoidability requirement. The relevant demand tracks a generalized
standard: what democratic citizens owe to one another. Still, it is not utterly insensitive to
subjective capabilities. Insanity as a condition that excuses criminal liability requires a subjective
psychological evaluation. Furthermore, there is room for democratic citizens to debate where the
threshold of sanity should be set, with appropriate sensitivity to the qualities of will that enable a
basic responsiveness to law as an action-guiding system, as well as the mental health care people
are entitled to.
We may understand legitimate criminal law to be responsive to subjective capabilities in
a further way. Subjective failures to conform to law are relevantly appraised in a group-sensitive
manner. Specifically, when members of historically disadvantaged groups are disproportionately
subjected to the punishment system, we should suspect that the relevant avoidability threshold
has not been met. An identifiable pattern suggests a troublesome causal explanation of crime and
punishment rates, namely, that they are the result of social disadvantage. More generally, when
incarceration rates are high, we should suspect that there is a systematic failure to maintain a
decent avoidability threshold.28 Just institutional support for morally responsible individual
choices is lacking.
Rawls himself acknowledges the relationship between deviant conduct and institutional
failures. He writes, “men’s propensity to injustice is not a permanent aspect of community life; it
is greater or less depending in large part on social institutions, and in particular on whether these
are just or unjust.”29 For example, when unjust social disadvantage is a cause of a higher crime
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and punishment rate for a disadvantaged group, there is reason to believe the liberty of
disadvantaged group members is being compromised for the sake of the interests of other
members of society in ways that exceed a reasonable standard of avoidability. The causal role of
unjust social disadvantage is incompatible with a society’s commitment to a reasonable
understanding of the avoidability condition. In other words, the disparate impact of the criminal
punishment system on historically disadvantaged groups is an indication of continuing injustice
that challenges the system’s legitimacy. Historically enduring injustice challenges the legitimacy
of criminal punishment.
I am arguing that reasonable criteria of criminal accountability depend on wider
conditions of distributive justice. The American criminal justice system is shaped by a political
conception of what we owe to one another as democratic citizens. It is also deeply implicated in
the contradictions between the aspirations of democracy and the unresolved wounds of serious
longstanding socioeconomic injustice that is the legacy of a slave economy. The political and
remedial dimensions of justice require that state interventions be designed to enhance the
capabilities and opportunities of those who have been deprived. This underscores Rawls’s
position that neither condemnation nor retribution is an attractive basis for punishment in a
society that aspires to democratic justice.

4. The Politics of Liberalism
The argument I have just presented has been described by Samuel Scheffler as a political
problem for liberalism. Scheffler argues that liberals who focus on the social causes of crime
appear to subscribe to a diminished conception of agency and responsibility and to underestimate
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the political importance of validating people’s desert-focused moral attitudes.30 The attitudes he
has in mind include morally blaming forms of anger and retributive ideas about justice. The
concern is that situating criminal wrongdoing in relation to social and institutional causes, as I
have done, unsettles the appropriateness of these reactive attitudes by casting doubt on the
deservingness of their targets. This creates a political problem for liberalism, thinks Scheffler,
since the public is invested in a mode of criminal accountability that distributes punishment
according to moral desert. Thus, according to Scheffler, “[T]he more promising political strategy
for liberals would be to present the policies they advocate as compatible with traditional notions
of responsibility.”31 In short, liberalism’s skepticism about desert is a threat to its efficacy as a
public, political philosophy.
Of course, if there really is a tension between the social causes of criminality and
judgments of individual desert, disregarding that tension for political purposes would be
objectionable. It would be unfair to ascribe responsibility to individuals, in the register of moral
desert, for the influence on their lives of unjust social structures. I will assume that Scheffler
believes this worry is overblown. His diagnosis of liberalism’s wariness about desert suggests
that this is his view. As Scheffler understands it, the source of liberal political philosophy’s
resistance to moral desert as the basis of punishment is a commitment to an implausibly skeptical
view of human agency as swamped by its causes.32 I disagree and will propose a different
diagnosis.
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Let’s return to the troublesome epistemic challenge I raised earlier, namely, the epistemic
difficulty of sorting the difference between compulsion and choice. I said that the desert view
depends on our ability to sort this difference, which may be obscure. A similar challenge faces
the desert theorist who aims to parse the difference between deserved and undeserved
dispositions and abilities, all of which influence a person’s behavior by restricting what are
perceived by her to be her reasons for action.
To acknowledge this epistemic difficulty need not imply, as Scheffler worries it does,
that human thought and action may turn out to be “wholly subsumable” within in a naturalistic
worldview since, arguably, human beings think, deliberate, and choose in causally relevant ways.
Furthermore, causal accounts of human behavior include an understanding of human beings as
acting and forming beliefs in response to what they perceive as reasons. Human agency has a
rational structure. Conceiving of human agency as reasons-responsive is not, however, at odds
with a causal account of human behavior. That is because human agency is both guided and
causally explained by practical reasoning. What an account of social causes adds to a rational
understanding of human behavior is an analysis of the salience to human agents of particular
reasons, and how the dynamics of salience vary across social context. For example, lack of
parental oversight and the absence of community organizations in a neighborhood with high
rates of violence explains an increase in the appeal to boys and young men of membership in
criminal gangs.33
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What is threatened by the “contextual causation” of human behavior, is the autonomy of
a person’s will from the forces that shape it.34 A person’s agential efforts and accomplishments
can be identified, have ethical significance, and may comprise distinguishing features of her
personhood, but they are also undeniably shaped by social context, institutional norms, and
personal history. Most notably, in this connection, a person’s capacity for rational and ethical
reflection and choice is itself produced and constrained by experientially conditioned
sensitivities. For example, childhood exposure to violence may increase an individual’s
propensity to engage in violence by coloring her perception of acceptable options in response to
interpersonal conflict.
This should be appreciated as we construct an ethically viable notion of personal
accountability. We might think of “the will” as a description of the way a person’s experientially
conditioned sensitivities enable her to reason and to make commitments, as evidenced in her
conduct. The embedded nature of this capacity—its connection to a person’s whole life—means
that it makes little sense to ask whether a person could have had a better will and thus could have
acted better (in an ethical sense) than she did. We must be careful here. The position should not
be overstated. There may, in fact, be a reasonable answer to the question whether a person could
have acted better than she did, but this answer will be framed in relation to the dynamics of her
will, as I have just defined it—the extent to which sensitivities that have been conditioned by a
person’s life experience enable her to reason and choose well. This situated understanding of a
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person’s will, together with our best grasp of the capacities of persons with similar life
experience, is what we rely on to formulate reasonable counterfactual judgments of her capacity
to have acted better. The basis of our judgement thus depends on our grasp of what we deem to
be relevant intrapersonal patterns of thought and behavior, as well as what we observe about a
person’s ability to shape those patterns through her intelligent choices.
There remains, however, an inevitable gap between the bases of these supporting
generalizations and evidence that would establish the truth of a particular counterfactual
assessment, since our generalizations abstract from aspects of the agent’s situation in ways that
could turn out, as it happens, to be relevant. One person caves into peer pressure and another
does not. Statistical generalizations based on a demographic profile or what we identify as
significant experiences in a person’s life history may not explain this difference. Understanding a
person’s behavior is an interpretive exercise. Our construction of her point of view relies on
making sense of it, in view of everything we know about her. Inevitably, our interpretation will
be guided by our own sensitivities about what makes sense from her perspective, in view of our
grasp of the totality of facts about her circumstances and history. 35 But our sensitivities may not
be hers. To some extent, her exercise of agency remains opaque.
Let me return to the epistemic issue I raised earlier that troubles judgments of desert,
namely, psychological questions about how to draw a line between choice and compulsion and,
more generally, between choices for which a person is ethically accountable and those for which
she is not. I submit that a restorative justice paradigm reveals that we might close the gap
between what we do and do not have evidence for in a way it is hard for a desert theorist to fill.
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What I mean is this. It is open to us to conclude a capacity assessment by invoking a
prospective normative expectation about a person’s capacity for change rather than a
metaphysical fact about her capacity to have acted better at the time of wrongdoing. We may
have good reason to hold a person “accountable” by the ethical standard she has violated, on a
presumption of her capacity to act better than she did, where the test of the validity of our
judgment is forward-moving. As I will discuss in the next section, this forward-looking
orientation recasts the meaning of accountability. The reasonableness of our normative
expectations gains support from what we observe about a person’s capacity for change, including
her capacity for change in response to social pressure. It may turn out that she is responsive to
moral criticism. But when she is, that evidence is not evidence for the nature of her interventionindependent capacity to have done better. It describes the personal change she was able to
achieve, in the aftermath of her wrongdoing and in response to the interventions of other people.
In other words, our evaluation of her capacities emerges in an interpersonal accountability
exchange.36
These are complicated matters, but I don’t believe the political resistance to liberalism
depends on contesting my version of them. Scheffler speculates that political resistance to
liberalism resides in a rejection of naturalistic accounts of the will, including the sort of
reflections I have engaged in. I disagree. I think political resistance comes from liberalism’s
strong commitment to equality and democratic inclusion. We may readily observe in American
society that notions of personal desert and accountability are strategically deployed in the service
of inegalitarian social structures and outcomes. For example, industriousness, creativity, and
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managerial skills are often regarded as deserving rewards, and it is noteworthy that these traits
are connected with economic productivity, in a system that also substantially benefits employers
and investors. Describing the rewards conferred on economically productive people as deserved
diverts attention from the benefits accumulated by other people who are positioned to gain from
their productivity. It also distracts from supporting economic structures, which include the
productive activity of other people.37 Rawls’s claim is that rewards for (collectively) productive
activity should, instead, be democratically distributed.
The undeserved advantages conferred by inherited wealth and racial privilege do not
attract a symmetrical kind of political discomfort and bitterness by those inclined to insist on the
idea of basic desert. The inequalities such undeserved and unfair advantages confer are,
practically speaking and evidently, an accepted part of the social order, even if they are
condemned by social critics and resisted by activists.
Of course, the most glaring deployment of the concept of desert comes in the distribution
of punishment, which we have seen tracks socioeconomic and racial disadvantage.
I submit that we need an alternative paradigm for thinking about personal
accountability—one that is not oriented by judgments of blame and desert but rather appeals
directly to a person’s potential for change, growth, and ethical responsiveness in the aftermath of
wrongdoing. A person who exemplifies that potential is rightly held to account, but not in
retributive terms. We should draw on an understanding of personal accountability that is not in
tension with either the significance of contextual causes of criminal behavior or the possibility
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that socially coordinated interventions could be causes of positive change. We need notions of
agency and accountability that are oriented to restorative rather than to retributive justice.

5. A Plea for Restorative Justice
The moral quest for accountability is not limited to compliance with criminal law as a
collective scheme for the protection of basic rights. As discussed earlier, its focus is
interpersonal. From a moral point of view, it is a problem that the criminal justice system does
not offer individualized, second-personal justice. As Alan Norrie puts it, “The moral grammar of
criminal punishment does not have a direct, unmediated, link to what it means to be a human
being coming to terms with violation.”38 Norrie describes the law and punishment as gaining
moral credibility for confronting violations, garnering legitimacy “by trading off the moral
experience of violation and grief, a grammar that they have at the same time consigned to the
shadows.”39 Norrie’s point is that the promise of criminal justice trades in the moral currency of
moral reckoning and repair without delivering it. Harmed and responsible parties alike must
come to terms with the fact of violation, yet what they are offered by the state is retributive
justice. We have come to think that punishment is the only morally plausible way to address
matters of violation and victimhood, but retributive punishment does not achieve interpersonal
accountability. In fact, it is at odds with it. Darwall concurs with this observation. He argues for
an understanding of accountability that requires mutually respectful address between persons. So
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understood, accountability takes place in a register of equality that is incompatible with
retribution, which aims to lower the status of its target.40
I have argued that the expressive function of criminal law is not morally in tune with
factors that establish and mitigate blameworthiness. The law’s approach to interpersonal
accountability is undeveloped, and understandably so. The individualized practice of moral
accountability is ill-suited to the generalized, conduct-guiding aspiration of law. It is also true, as
I will now discuss, that the criminal justice system is poorly set up to facilitate interpersonal
reckoning and repair, of the kind envisioned by Norrie and Darwall. The conduct of proceedings
orchestrated by the state and through lawyers fails substantially to engage the agency of either
responsible or affected parties.41 The current practice of confronting defendants with their own
guilt, and hurting them on account of it, neglects the dialogical pursuit of the mutual
understanding, acknowledgment, responsibility-taking, reparation, and reconciliation
characteristic of restorative practices of interpersonal accountability. Nor is there any significant
role in criminal procedure for apologies, remorse, or forgiveness.
The failure to achieve interpersonal moral accountability through criminal law is
recognized by restorative justice’s practitioners. Danielle Sered powerfully sums up the situation
in this way:
When it comes down to it, being punished requires only that people sustain the
suffering imposed for their transgression. It is passive. All one has to do to be
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punished is not to escape. It requires neither agency nor dignity, nor does it require
work…No one in prison is required to face the human impacts of what they have
done, to come face to face with the people whose lives are changed as a result of
their decisions, to own their responsibility for those decisions and the pain they have
caused, and to do the extraordinarily hard work of answering for that pain and
becoming someone who will not harm again...Prisons render the most important
kinds of human reckoning nearly impossible.42
Practitioners of restorative justice, including Sered, work with victims and perpetrators in
the service of an individualized justice that is grounded in the moral dynamics of answerability,
remorse, apology, repair, and reconciliation. These dynamics are not at home in the criminal
justice system. As I see it, one aspect of the problem is that proponents of retributive justice
knowingly or unknowingly confuse the political function of criminal sanctions—the importance
of using the power of the state to uphold and enforce compliance with a shared moral standard—
with the practice of personal moral accountability. Enforced compliance is presented as
accountability through retributive justice, yet retributive justice is an impoverished form of moral
accountability.
Though the criminal justice system is not well set up to elicit interpersonal reckoning, it
is understandable that persons who are hurt by crime seek it. The desire for accountability, in a
reparative sense, is an ethical response to moral injury that acknowledges an impaired
relationship and the need to restore it.43 The impairment and its possible repair is addressed
through a kind of interpersonal engagement. Michael McKenna conveys this by emphasizing that
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moral responsibility is not only communicative and expressive, it also has a conversational
dimension.44 The practice of moral accountability unfolds, so to speak, in conversational mode.
In acting, an agent suggests the quality or meaning of her will to another person, opening up
conversational moves between them. The affected person and, more broadly, the moral
“interpretive community,” may hold the responsible party to account by communicating an
evaluative response via praise and blame. This is done, McKenna says, with the expectation that
the responsible party is capable of absorbing the evaluative response and moderating his or her
attitudes and behavior. Accordingly, the responsible party may acknowledge the offense, offer an
account of her behavior, apologize, make amends, and seek some form of reconciliation. Or, if
she rejects the blame directed at her, she may offer an alternative interpretation of the meaning of
her action, compatible with morality. Cues at each step in the moral responsibility exchange are
nuanced and contextual, in the way conversations typically are, and their outcome is not settled
in advance. Each move in the responsibility conversation is done in anticipation of increased
understanding, interpersonal engagement, and responsiveness. The process is creative. No
conversational move is mandated, though it must be intelligible within the parameters of an
ethics of mutual regard.45
Restorative justice is a diversionary program within the criminal justice system that
presents accused or convicted defendants with an alternative to incarceration. Typically,
restorative justice involves a mediated victim-offender encounter that aims to acknowledge and
repair the harm a crime has caused. The moral objectives of accountability are importantly
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accomplished through real dialogue and a joint plan formulated by the affected parties for
navigating the aftermath of wrongdoing. Its victim-centered, healing approach includes coming
to a restitution agreement that permits the wrongdoer to make amends. The theory is that
restorative justice, as an alternative to criminal punishment, brings with it important benefits to
victims, perpetrators, and the broader community,46 and there is some evidence of its success.47
A promise by the state to protect each person’s rights naturally prompts an expectation
that the state will facilitate a response to violation that is morally adequate. Since accountability
is both political and personal, moral adequacy is complex. In its personal aspect, it must involve
the persons who have been most directly affected by the wrongful conduct. An accountability
exchange seeks answerability for wrongdoing and, among other goals, healing and the possibility
of resolution or, at least, peace. Retributive justice is not well positioned to provide these
outcomes. The focus of retributive justice is the infliction of sanctions which, we have seen, are
most plausibly justified in institutional rather than personal mode. State sanctioned violence in
the service of protecting rights does not achieve the insight and closure of moral accountability.
The personally meaningful dynamics of answerability, reconciliation, and repair call for the
dynamic of dialogue. Instead of the incapacitation of offenders, moral accountability calls for
the involvement of responsible parties in an encounter with the people whose lives they have
harmed or threatened. From a moral perspective, the imperative of punishment is a poor
substitute for personal accountability.
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Still, the personal dimension of accountability need not be at odds with the political
dimension of rights-protection and the public censure of lawbreakers for their wrongful behavior.
Empirical evidence indicates that, in fact, the moral psychology of reconciliation and repair
serves the aims of harm reduction. Responsible parties who complete a restorative justice
contract are less likely to reoffend.48 But the role of the state in the practice of restorative justice
is necessarily limited. A moral conversation between responsible and affected persons cannot be
coerced. Restorative justice demands the autonomy and voluntariness of moral dialogue.
Integrating restorative justice into the criminal justice system requires, that sense, retracting the
role of the state.49 But the state may support the prospects for restorative justice in another way:
by redressing background injustice. The state could enhance the prospects that restorative justice
conferences will be successful by redressing the unjust contextual causes of criminal behavior.
The presence of systematic contextual causes of criminality is evidence that the basic structure is
failing to foster an effective sense of justice. By redressing that failure, the state would support
law-abiding behavior and the prospects for moral repair. 50
It is high time for the state to moderate its overly punitive approach to criminal justice.
The public has a legitimate interest in the prohibition, prevention, and censure of criminal
behavior, but this interest does not extend to the practice of retributive justice. Confusion about
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this has intensified state investment in punishment that does not further the achievement of
personal moral accountability. The criminal justice system could minimize the use of coercive
measures by relinquishing the aspirations of personal accountability to those parties most
intimately involved with the aftermath of wrongdoing: responsible persons and survivors of
criminal violation.

6. Remedies for Collective Wrongdoing
I have argued, following Rawls, that the state’s authority to enforce the criminal law
comes from a democratic relationship between citizens rather than the moral deservingness of
wrongdoers.51 The political function of criminal sanctions—the importance of using the power of
the state to uphold and enforce compliance with a shared moral standard—should not be
confused with the practice of personal moral accountability. Though criminal law recognizes
some excusing conditions, they are calibrated to a standard of political reasonableness rather than
individual subjective capability. This means that some people will suffer from diminished
capabilities that are relevant to assessments of moral blameworthiness but do not mitigate legal
culpability. A source of pressure to retain generalized criteria of legal culpability, despite their
failure to realize the retributive aspirations of criminal law, comes from the importance of
protecting individual rights. A political notion of accountability that is appropriately victimsensitive implies that criminal sanctions should not claim to be premised on moral desert.
This is not to say that a criminal agent’s wrongful agency does not matter to the law,
apart from its impact on victims. Moral agency matters to the law because the law can affect it. A
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well-designed collective response to wrongdoing would not only enhance the protection of equal
rights. It would also enhance the capability of criminal lawbreakers to adhere to important
conduct-guiding norms. Once we relinquish the retributive view, and contrary to our current
practices, we could embrace interventions that enhance the rational and moral agency of criminal
lawbreakers.
In this way, the criminal law of a democratically just society underwrites the importance
of democratic equality. On a democratic conception of justice and law, the success of
punishment would be measured by whether those who have been punished are less likely to
violate society’s rules and more likely to contribute constructively to it. Its goals would be the
equal protection of rights, through due process of law, and the reintegration of criminal offenders
as cooperating members of society. The justification of criminal sanctions would depend in these
ways on its prospects for success. Criminal law would be sensitive to outcomes.
Restorative justice conferences between individuals represent promising alternatives to
criminal punishment. But the explanatory relevance of background injustice to crime implies that
justice must also include forms of recognition and remedy for collective wrongdoing. Societalwide efforts at restorative justice have been attempted in some transitional societies. For
example, South Africa pursued “truth and reconciliation” in the aftermath of Apartheid, and
Rwanda undertook a similar effort in response to the 1994 genocide of the Tutsi population.
These alternative paradigms of accountability retracted the punitive role of the state to enable
interpersonal and community-based responses to wrongdoing. What emerged were discursive
efforts to redress injuries and a detailed public record of extensive political violence. Though
these processes have been rightfully criticized in certain respects, including their failure to
achieve redress for socioeconomic inequality, they achieved some measure of positive societal
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transformation. The success of these efforts, however imperfect, suggest the importance of
public efforts to achieve reparative justice through deliberative democracy.52
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